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'Every man's hand almost was against his brother, at least his heart, little
regarding anything that should cement and might have a tendency in it to
cause us to grow into one. All the dispensations of God, his terrible ones he having met us in the way of his judgement in a ten years' civil war, a very
sharp one - his merciful dispensations, they did not, they did not work upon
us but we had our humours and interests; and indeed I fear our humours were
more than our interests. And certainly as it fell out, in such cases our
passions were more than our judgements.'
Oliver Cromwell to the first Protectorate Parliament, 4 September 1654.

Preface

The aim of this study is to provide a summary depiction of the main political
developments in Central America over what may yet transpire to be the most
complex and dynamic period of its modern history, the years 1987 to 1993.
The fact that this survey is organised in three parts - an analytical essay; a
select chronology; and some appendices - makes clear that it is not a work
of closely considered and integrated scholarship. However, because much of
the information reproduced here has only been available either in specialist
publications or - more frequently - in piecemeal fashion, even a very
synthetic and artisanal assessment would seem to be justified.
The essay that follows begins with a region-wide focus, considering the
principal developments between 1987 and 1993 with respect to economy and
society as well as US policy, the course of diplomacy and its impact on the
armed forces, human rights and elections. There then follow three rather
more focused sections that consider the varying experience of 'pacification'
in Nicaragua, El Salvador and Guatemala - the three countries that suffered
civil wars in the 1980s.
Those who consult the notes will see that I have relied very heavily on the
weekly Central American Report, which is published in Guatemala City by
Inforpress Centroamericana. I am particularly grateful to the Inforpress team,
which has maintained an exemplary publication through very taxing times.
Tony Bell, Victor Bulmer-Thomas and Rachel Sieder have been extremely
generous with advice, loans of material and comment, but none is responsible
for the probable errors and definite oddities that follow.

November 1993.
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The Pacification of Central America
Overview
The 1980s were miserably harsh years for Central America. Precise and
reliable figures will never be available for measuring the human cost of the
region's three civil wars. A fair but conservative estimate would be 160,000
people killed and two million displaced during the decade; it is the scale, not
the precision, that impresses.1 The longest of these conflicts - that in
Guatemala - began over thirty years ago and remains unresolved as of
October 1993. However, the Guatemalan crisis of May/June 1993 gave at
least some grounds for expecting serious efforts towards peace - if only in
the sense of a cessation of hostilities - despite the numerous false dawns that
have afflicted that country since the counter-revolution of June 1954.
Should such efforts take hold they would build on the resolution of the civil
wars in Nicaragua (1981-90) and El Salvador (1980-91), where laborious and
intricate negotiations terminated conflicts of great brutality and bitterness. As
the succession of meetings, confusion of proposals and muddle of events
came to dominate the coverage of these countries' affairs in the metropolitan
media interest in them naturally began to decrease. The tendency was, of
course, abetted by the simultaneous collapse of communism and the outbreak
of other civil wars, the terrifying images of which should serve to remind us
of the merits of what Cromwell called 'settling and healing', even if this is
achieved in unheroic manner, at the cost of dreams, and through the
concession of often vital interests.
I am here using the rather ungainly word 'pacification' because - at least
in English - it carries a feeling of temporality, an attachment to mood and
some sense of approximation, maybe even interchangeability, between
subject and object.2 At the same time, it is not a word as fraught with casual
overuse and normative subversions as is 'democracy'. One should, though,
be mindful of the fact that this is a word that appeared in English, Spanish
and French between 1460 and 1483, at a time of civil war and conquest, for
which it was quite frequently employed as a euphemism as well as signifying
the ending of war, assuaging of discontented parties and negotiating of
settlements.3 Cortes employed it in both senses, and Las Casas contrasts the
native Americans' 'pacific possession' of their lands to 'conquest' in his
invective against the excesses of Cortes and his like.
In 1573 Phillip II banned the use of the word 'conquest' from official
accounts of 'discovery' in the Americas and elsewhere.4 Three years later
the provinces of the Low Countries signed 'The Pacification of Ghent' as a

treaty in union against the Spanish crown. Whilst the Esquipulas II regional
peace treaty of August 1987 lacks Ghent's warlike articles against the
outsider, it is certainly similar in its concern for internal accord and
settlement. Moreover, the Esquipulas treaty opened a six-year period during
which fighting was gradually brought to a halt on terms that fell short of
outright victory for any of the (local and external) protagonists, and although
the settlements that followed derived from much negotiation and diplomacy,
they were also influenced by sharp military exchanges right up to the end.
Such an observation applies best to the cases of Nicaragua and El
Salvador. In Guatemala peace will not be the result of any military stalemate
between the guerrillas of the Union Revolucionaria Nacional Guatemalteca
(URNG) and the army of the state, which has succeeded in a strategic
subjugation of the radical challenge whilst failing to eliminate the rebels or
eradicate the popular sympathy often felt - but rarely displayed - towards
them. In the cases of Honduras and Costa Rica there has been nothing
approaching civil war, but since these are small countries with close
relations, events elsewhere have pressed, both directly and as relayed through
US policy, sharply on their domestic affairs. Hence, although we will
concentrate here on the main sites of conflict, some attention must be paid to
Honduras - where, after all, the great bulk of the Nicaraguan Contras were
stationed - and Costa Rica, which, despite possessing a civic culture so
adjusted to the rule of law that notions of 'pacification' might seem abusive,
has experienced important internal stress in addition to playing a key role in
regional diplomacy.
The issue of whether this still incomplete process of negotiation,
demilitarisation and institutional reform is tantamount to 'democratisation',
let alone 'redemocratisation', is not a central concern here. The range of
democratic theory from slogan to sophistry has become so great that any
serious effort to apply it to a region such as Central America would require
a lengthy peregrination through the definitions. However, definition does
provide more than consolation for those unhappy with the intricacies of
history or the menace of fickle opinion. So, for the purposes of drawing a
provisional margin we might note the observation (made in the context of a
review of Central America) by John Peeler that,
'contemporary everyday usage ... interprets ... democracy as a
regime with near universal adult suffrage, periodic competitive
elections in which opposition parties have a reasonable chance to
win, and widely respected freedoms of speech and political
organisation ... such a polity (is) a liberal political system
legitimized by the appearance of a democracy.' 5

A somewhat looser, but more explicitly critical, understanding is given by
Richard Fagen, who sees democracy as involving 'effective participation by

individuals and groups, a system of accountability, and political equality'.6
This, plainly, might well be very different from the pattern of liberal
democracy currently being instituted in Central America and elsewhere, but
it is scarcely a recipe for the formalist collectivism so comprehensively
disgraced by its practice in the Soviet bloc.
Many conservative commentators are inclined to dismiss critiques of
liberal democracy - or democracy as liberalism - as more or less stealthy
reformulations of a redundant class-based politics. Yet in recent years it has
been less a class than a cultural critique of the universal pretensions of
liberalism that has attracted most attention.7 In terms of historical analysis
this approach has been compellingly developed for Italy by Robert Putnam,
whose emphasis upon varied traditional forms of cultural participation
revives some of the 'political culture' arguments raised by Almond and Verba
and quite widely considered redundant by the 1980s.8 In terms of advocacy
it could find few more succinct proponents than Yoweri Museveni, unelected
president of Uganda, who resists the metropolitan campaign for liberal
democracy in Africa on the simple grounds that 'multiparty democracy works
in Europe where social divisions are horizontal, based on class. In Africa the
divisions are vertical, based on tribe. Multi-party democracy in Africa leads
to tribalism and division.' 9
Such a comment does not properly apply to Central America - with the
exception, perhaps, of parts of highland Guatemala - but it serves as a useful
qualification to the tendency to triumphalism which now so often attends the
propagation of liberal democracy and which has been particularly shrill in the
case of Central America, where this was long projected by Washington as a
conflict with communism. Indeed, this tendency is now so strong that it
extends well beyond right-wing circles and has, I sense, contributed to the
diminished interest in Central American affairs as these are seen to 'conform
to type'.
Caution, clearly, is required, even in the wake of extraordinarily brutal
autocracies. The much quoted observation by Adam Przeworski that 'the
process of establishing a democracy is a process of institutionalizing
uncertainty' is both true and necessary.10 However, for poor people
scratching a living in poor countries wracked by violent conflict, existence
is already so shot through with uncertainty that such a proposition is neither
as risky nor as attractive as the observation implies. In such cases the
utterance of judicious pieties as if there were always a tomorrow faces stiff
competition from even the most mediocre populist rhetoric of deliverance.
Another declaration by a northern academic recently quoted approvingly
in a volume on Central American politics runs as follows:

'Lying is the most nefarious political offence ... Untruths destroy
the possibility of creating common perceptions of political events,
and therefore can fracture a political community at all levels of
participation ... Political falsehoods create many social events out
of one empirical occurrence, threaten community cohesion by
opening up the possibility of value conflicts ... tend to produce
erratic politics, and this ... impoverishes individuals and
societies.' 11

One need be neither a postmodernist nor a Jesuit to see that all sorts of
difficulties lurk beneath the surface of this quite plausible, if rather insolent,
requirement of honesty in public affairs. Montaigne, who, of course, lived
a good part of his life in the midst of war, cautions us thus:
' ... as soon as you have established the frontiers of truth and
error with that fine brain of yours and then discover that you must
of necessity believe some things even stronger than the ones
which you reject, you are already forced to abandon these
frontiers.'

He ends the same essay with an even tougher stricture:
'Vainglory and curiosity are twin scourges of our souls... The
former makes us stick our noses into everything; the latter forbids
us to leave anything unresolved or undecided.' 12

It is not that there can be any serious disputation about the need for
candour and transparency in public life everywhere, but rather that this
requirement is still tightly latched to quite markedly puritan notions of
personal conduct. These are in themselves highly contestable, but they
become positively oppressive in circumstances under which for the simple
purposes of daily survival ordinary folk have learned how to stay silent,
dissemble, manifest ignorance and tell untruths. What, after a decade of
clandestinity, death squads, raids and interrogations, is a secret? When do
secrets become lies, even in the cultural sense celebrated by Rigoberta
Menchu?13
In a recent suggestive essay that confronts the kind of complacency that
concerns me here, Laurence Whitehead has excluded Central America
(together - for distinct reasons - with Mexico and the Caribbean) from a
South American pattern of 'democracy by default'. The major features of that
broad tendency - which may be seen as an unfinished 'third cycle' following
those of 1944-48 and 1955-62 - are the absence of impulses to autocracy and
external intervention (previously the Cold War and the Cuban Revolution);
growing disenchantment on the part of local entrepreneurs and foreign capital
with the statism and inefficiency of military regimes; the severe deflation of
military confidence by the debt crisis; and the 'deradicalisation' of

progressive forces caused by exceptionally severe repression for which they
were utterly unprepared.14 Few of these factors may usefully be applied to
Central America, where, as Rodolfo Cerdas has observed, authoritarian
regimes were in no sense the product of any populist excess or reformist
ambition that might have exhausted civil tolerance or loosened the bonds of
tradition.15
This is an important - but often ignored - point. Just as Central America
did not become submerged in dictatorship during the 1970s as the result of
any 'populist' phase of political economy identified (at that time) by
Guillermo O'Donnell as a harbinger to bureaucratic authoritarianism, so also
is it now patently not acquiring liberal democratic institutions as a
consequence of developments in what Marcelo Cavarozzi calls the 'statecentred matrix' ('import-substitution industrialisation'; the closing of the
economy; state regulation of markets; 'moderate' inflation rates).16 The
economies of these countries are too small to register anything more than the
faintest echo (or flimsiest emulation) of the structures and policies established
in Brazil, Argentina and Mexico. One must look much more directly at
politics to find the core factors in the isthmian pattern of regime transition,
which is in a number of ways quite distinct from that in South America.
An inescapable complicating factor in assessing this short and highly
charged period is the strength and breadth of swings in analytical mood - as
distinct from the events to which they are a response. This, of course, has
been particularly marked on a global scale since mid-1989, not just at both
ends of the political spectrum but also in that notional 'centre' which sought
to benefit from the excessive ambition of a right made dizzy by the sight of
a future without an antagonist as well from the debilitated left's disarray.
Within Latin America the echoes of this erraticism are further confused by
regional sub-patterns, which, with nearly two dozen different polities, are not
just intricate but also prone to give, by virtue of serial repetition, an
exaggerated impression of movement. These shifts can be on a relatively long
cycle. In May 1989 Whitehead noted the existence of just two dictatorships
(Chile and Paraguay) whereas 15 years earlier there had been just three
constitutional governments (Colombia; Venezuela; Costa Rica), but he ended
his piece by criticising the shallowness of fashionable sloganising about a
supposed 'worldwide march towards democracy'.17 In May 1993 the
Santiago correspondent of The Guardian, Malcolm Coad, writing two days
after President Serrano had grasped dictatorial power in Guatemala, noted
that this followed the impeachment of two elected presidents (Collor, Brazil,
in December 1992; Perez, Venezuela, in May 1993), the overthrow of
another (Aristide, Haiti, in October 1991) and the mutation of a fourth into
an autocrat (Fujimori, Peru, in April 1992). The despondency caused by
these developments stood in stark contrast to the euphoria prevailing only a
few months earlier in the wake of the removal of Pinochet and Stroessner

from (presidential) power, the ending of the Salvadorean civil war, and the
initial mirage provided by neo-liberalism in the time-lag between the fall in
inflation rates and that in a range of other economic indicators.18 It is
perhaps unsurprising that comment on and speculation about Cuba manifests
these mood-swings to a high - probably disproportionate - degree.
There has been little conservative academic analysis of the post-Esquipulas
period in Central America. This is to be expected; a large proportion of a
quite modest right-wing academic output in the mid-80s was preoccupied with
direct anti-communist tasks that are now redundant. Where there is some
vestigial urge to espy radicalism - such as in Jesse Helms's remarkably
successful campaign to freeze US aid to Nicaragua in 1992-3 - this has been
supported by empirical evidence and analytical assumptions of the most
dubious kind. The region has also largely ceased to be an echo-chamber for
wider debates - even that over Cuba - and the local disputes between what
we might call oligarchic corporatism (traditional conservatism) and liberal
radicalism (modern mercantilism) are not yet sharp enough nor sufficiently
driven by ideology to attract much attention abroad. For the traditional right
the image of a region embracing the formalities of liberal democracy provides
a reassuring reprise of the oligarchic and North American dominion of the
first three decades of the century, when neither Bolshevism nor Mexican
statism seriously impaired the view. For neo-liberals there is slight interest
in historically poor, low inflation and open economies that offer scant
opportunity for manifesting the empowering and enfranchising qualities of the
market. As we shall see, privatisation campaigns have been launched in most
countries, but these have tended to take the form of specific interests rather
than a general ideology, predictable instances of rigged tendering, assetstripping and punitive expropriation provoking often powerful - if only
sometimes successful - popular response. Whitehead's criticism of the neoliberal prospectus for Latin America as a whole - and even elements of his
'social democratic' qualification - remain valid for the isthmus.19
The general defensiveness of comment on the left abroad clearly reflects
the downturn in interest (and solidarity) in metropolitan societies.20 More
than three years after the Nicaraguan elections one is not taken aback to come
across references to 'the Sandinista bourgeois elite' although there are still
few who have the confidence to assert that,
'(the) Sandinista decision to endanger the revolutionary process
by holding national elections in the midst of war and economic
disintegration was not made on the basis of an examination of the
conditions of the working class, the peasantry, and the urban and
rural poor ... (a) fundamental strategic mistake.'21

James Petras and Morris Morley, the authors of this statement, are at pains
to criticise (unnamed) 'dogmatic Marxists', but their own perspective is so

persistently dismissive of non-economic matters that the general tendency of
the North American left to over-react to ('bourgeois') behaviouralism is taken
to an extreme. Matters of political economy assuredly remain crucial and
enforce clear structural limits to the human condition in Central America, but
the region has also thrown up remarkable instances of agency and initiative
on both sides - the FMLN's offensive on San Salvador in November 1989;
the Sandinistas' decision to hold elections; the Guatemalan crisis of mid-1993
- for which structuralist explanations are of distinctly partial value.
There has certainly been a sanctionable over-obfuscation of language by
erstwhile radical intellectuals in a perceptible shift away from what might be
called the 'cosmovision' of Marxism. However, this tendency is not simply
the result of cowardice and prostitution, and it will not be dissolved by namecalling.22 In my view, an especially important local factor for the
disenchantment of the left (largely abroad) has been the end of fighting,
which had served for so long as a veil for maximalism. By this I mean that
it was (and remains) difficult to divorce from the image of people prepared
to kill and die the idea that they can only do so for the highest ideals. The
conflation of fighting and idealism that is often essential for combatants also
infects committed onlookers even when, as in the case of Petras and Morley,
they possess strong political disagreements with the people they would prefer
to win. The disappointment when combat ceases and haggling pragmatism
sets in is correspondingly fierce, and perhaps goes some way to explaining
structuralist stubbornness in explanation.
Noam Chomsky, the most distinguished North American radical writing
on Central America - amongst other matters - stands in little danger of being
accused of Leninist truculence despite his constant attacks on Washington's
policies. Indeed, in one key respect, he is at complete variance with Petras
and Morley, for his recent books contain minimal mention of resistance
abroad to US power.23 Opponents are neither blamed nor praised, because
they are strictly secondary in Chomsky's analytical approach and political
concerns. Although a libertarian by conviction, he is a bona fide structuralist.
As Jean Piaget, one of the founding fathers of that school, has commented of
Chomsky's theory of linguistics, he does not begin his analysis with
piecemeal evidence or procedures but universals (or 'wholeness'). Piaget is
right that this approach 'completely inverts logical positivism' and that 'it
does not bother (Chomsky) in the least' that this is the case 24 It can be
seriously argued that such an epistemology is equally - if not more - strongly
evident in Chomsky's political writing, where the fundamental predicate (or
assumption) is less conspiracy theory than the (structured) omnipotence that
needs must lie behind this. There is no need to present or discuss
countervailing evidence; this may be screened out as analytically irrelevant
and politically confusing. Structural 'logic' even accounts for absences and

